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Scientific questions
 Scaling laws: can theory and observations be reconciled ?
 Morphology: can we trace back the genesis of Sp/E ? Role of

mergers ?
 Environment: how galaxy evolution is affected by

environment effects ?
 Cosmic SFR history: what caused the rapid decline of the

cosmic SFR history since z~1-2 ?

 Black holes: which process connects the growth of black

holes and stars in order to end up with MBH~Mbulge/1000 ?

 Mass function: models predict an overabundance of

moderately massive galaxies as compared to observations, is
this also true at high z ?

The scientific power of Euclid for the study of the
cosmic evolution of galaxies and AGN
 VIS spatial resolution  morphology, mergers, dynamical instabilities (0.16")
 NIR spectroscopy

 Hα, Hβ : SFR, dust extinction
 [OIII]/Hβ vs [NII]/Hα : AGN
 [OII], [OIII], Hβ : metallicities (R23)

 deep NIR imaging

 Stellar masses

 wide fields

 2 pt correlation fct : DM halo masses



 3D density, environment (field, groups, clusters)



 rare objects :
• luminous SF objects statistics x 100 vs JWST
• >4x1011 Msun at z>1.8 (1gal./sq.deg !!!)

 depth (L*-2 mag @ z<2)

 large dynamics on luminosity function



 assembly of red sequence up to z~2 (instead of 1)

Scaling laws
can theory and observations be reconciled ?
Slope, width, normalization, redshift evolution of SFR – M* relation depend on its origin,
role of feedback (e.g. larger width at low masses for SN).
+ 3rd dimension: metallicity (FMR= fundamental mass relation)
SFR corrected for extinction (Hα, Hβ) for 300 000 galaxies 1.06<z<2.05 (SFR>20 Myr-1)
and metallicities from R23 index ([OII], [OIII], Hβ) for 80 000 galaxies within 1.68 < z < 2.05
(peak of SFR density) with SFR>25 Myr-1 vs SDSS 100 000 at z~0.1

1.5<z<2.5 (BzK, COSMOS, GOODS)

Observed
Modeled

from UV & β slope

Morphologies for 2 billion galaxies
High quality imaging : FWHM~0.16"  1.3 kpc resolution at ~all z

Euclid will resolve 1/3 of the ½-light radius of
a 5x1010 M galaxy at z~2 (3-4 kpc)
(> 5-10 times better than groundbased)
“M51”: SDSS @ z=0.1 Euclid @ z=0.1

Euclid @ z=0.7

Euclid images of z~1 galaxies will have the same resolution as SDSS
images at z~0.05 and be at least 3 magnitudes deeper.
 role of mergers vs cold-flow induced dynamical instabilities vs nondisturbed morphologies
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Environment : Slitless spectroscopy

relative roles of (SFR, M*, environment) in galaxy mass assembly
50 million redshifts (completeness >45%)
> 3x10-16 erg s-1 cm-2

~106 per Δz=0.1 in z spectroscopic
(>107 with phot-z’s)
>> SDSS : ~106 spectra in total	


 Euclid= 1 SDSS / Δz=0.1
Nb galaxies / dz(=0.1) /°2
> 10-16 erg s-1 cm-2

20 000

> 2x10-16 erg s-1 cm-2

>

5x10-16

SFR

erg s-1 cm-2

2000

Current surveys x 10
redshift
narrow bins of mass, type, SFR and environment
 main mechanisms of galaxy mass assembly

Euclid in context
SFR History

 3D-HST: 248 orbits of HST grism over 600 sq.arcmin, PSF FWHM 0.13"

on well studied "CANDELS" fields (GOODS-S, UDS, EGS, COSMOS)
10 000 redshifts at z>1, SFR>1.5 M⊙yr−1 at z=1 and 15 M⊙yr−1 at z=2
JWST/NIRSPEC will increase the depth but on known targets !

vs Euclid: 300 000 galaxies 1.06<z<2.05 (SFR>20 Myr-1) in DEEP and 1 million
in WIDE  sharpness on Hα LF with 0.4% precision down to 0.1L* at z=1.5
(faint end slope and SFR density with precision <1% !)
⇒ will allow us to constrain the multi-parameter physics causing the redshift
evolution, unique access to the way SFR change with mass and redshift

Morphology

 HST: few hundred galaxies at z>1

vs Euclid
x 10 000 for galaxies with a zspec !
x 500 000 for galaxies with a zphot !
⇒ ability to measure merger rate up to z~6 instead of z~1
⇒ + merger / AGN connection
AGN
⇒BPT AGN selection [OIII]/Hβ vs [NII]/Hα) for bright enough galaxies where the
separation of [NII] vs Hα is feasible (F(Hα)>10-15 erg.s-1cm-2) else MEx (Juneau +11) 	


Euclid legacy in numbers
What

Euclid

Before Euclid

Galaxies at 1<z<3 with good
mass estimates

~2x108

~5x106

Massive galaxies (1<z<3) w/
spectra

~few x 103

~few tens

Hα emitters/metal abundance
in z~2-3

~4x107/104

~104/~102?

Galaxies in massive clusters at
z>1

~2x104

~103?

Type 2 AGN (0.7<z<2)

~104

<103

Dwarf galaxies

~105

Teff ~400K Y dwarfs

~few 102

<10

Strongly lensed galaxy-scale
lenses

~300,000

~10-100

z > 8 QSOs

~30

None

